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- The Old System

■ The General Tax Directorate
– The tax calculation and the tax control for businesses and individuals
– The collect for business taxes (e.g. VAT)

■ The French Public Treasury
– The collect for individual taxes
– The payments of the public expenditures
– The Central State Financial Accounts and the local authorities financial 

accounts

■ Two Tax Offices for Individual Taxpayers
– The General Tax Directorate : the calculation for all taxes
– The French Treasury : the collect for individual taxes
– In France individuals have two separate tax authorities until the reform
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- The New System

■ A Part of the General Public Policy Review
– The General Public Policy Review : make public spending more 

efficient and effective
– A Global Merger between the Two Tax Administrations (announcement

of the Minister for the Budget, 2007, october 4th)
– The Public Finances General Directorate (DGFiP) was created on 4th

April, 2008

■ A new tax department for France
– A single tax office for individuals
– The integration of the two Tax Departments
– Focusing on the Costumer : a better service for all taxpayers
– Enhance effectiveness (‘tax gap’) and reduce costs (greater efficiency)
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- About Us

■ About the ‘DGFiP’
– One of the biggest central government department
– We collect taxes : there are about 35.5m people in France with tax 

liability and 3.9m active traders registered for VAT
– We pay earned-income credit taxes for 8.9m people and all public

expenditures from Central and Local governments (€600bn)

■ Our financial and operating environment
– ‘DGFiP’ is accountable tho the Minister for the Budget, Public Accounts 

and Civil Service for all the work that it does
– Who carries out the work ...We employ 130.000 people
– Where they do it…Our staff work in about 5,000 offices across France

and some overseas
– How much money … Our operating budget is about €7bn
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- The Performance Contracts 2006-2008

■ Key objectives and priorities of our two predecessor directorates are
agreed for the period 2006-2008 with the Budget Office

– 2008 is the final year of the latest cycle referred to as our Performance
Contracts 2006-2008 for the Public Treasury and the General Tax Directorate 

– These contracts are intended to comply with the Constitutional Bylaw on Budget
Acts (LOLF) of 1st August, 2001

■ These Performance Contracts confirms three high level objectives
– Making Taxes easier : The Making Your Taxes Easier (PVFI) programme is the

joint program launched in 2004
– Reducing the costs of tax management : from 1.34 % (2004) to 1.15 % 

(2009, forecast) ( administrative costs/tax revenues)
– A single gateway for individuals : ‘ tax offices’ offers individuals a joint

reception for the tax assessment and payments formalities
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- How do you achieve these objectives ?

■ A strong co-ordination between central level and local level
– The management dialogue is based upon a bottom-up approach 
– The national objectives are broken down and tailored by each local

level on the ground

■ An internal central audit to guarantee the reliability of the
performance results

– The General Inspectorate of Finance certify the performance results

■ A performance-based incentive program
– A bonus is paid to all staff depending on the number of targets met

– In 2008, the staff and managers each received a performance-based
bonus of €150 each for the 2007 results
.
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- The Next Steps

■ Achieve total integration with the merger between the Tax 
General Directorate and the French Treasury

– 2012 : one unified local office (instead of two tax offices) for individuals
– 2012 : the single local management

■ A single recruitment procedure
– same selection scheme
– same salaries progression

■ A new strategic framework 2009-2012
– build a package of measures to support the wellbeing of our staff in the

new organisation
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